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Biography 

Being overwhelmed Being overwhelmed Being overwhelmed Being overwhelmed by by by by how unique a well how unique a well how unique a well how unique a well 

composed composed composed composed soundtrack    can be with a can be with a can be with a can be with a 

fitting fitting fitting fitting visual, julius fabes is the , julius fabes is the , julius fabes is the , julius fabes is the self 

narrated    life life life life project    of of of of a a a a central 

european    music enthusiast music enthusiast music enthusiast music enthusiast artist.    

Ranging Ranging Ranging Ranging from electronica to industrial 

techno, julius' music is , julius' music is , julius' music is , julius' music is honest    over all.over all.over all.over all.    

as a clas a clas a clas a classically assically assically assically trained musician and 

nuclear energetics student, he aims to , he aims to , he aims to , he aims to 

combine combine combine combine musicality    with ratwith ratwith ratwith rational ional ional ional 

minimalism, fusing them into an , fusing them into an , fusing them into an , fusing them into an intelligent, 

emotional    yetyetyetyet    controversial    soundscape.        

Julius Julius Julius Julius alsoalsoalsoalso continues    playing    drum & bass    

as    nocturn, his previous alias, and , his previous alias, and , his previous alias, and , his previous alias, and 

organising    the party series in budapest, the party series in budapest, the party series in budapest, the party series in budapest, 

called called called called Bassment. 
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AfAfAfAfter a year ofter a year ofter a year ofter a year of    workworkworkwork    as Julius Fabes, he , he , he , he 

started to earn the started to earn the started to earn the started to earn the likes of hungarian 

established djs, like established djs, like established djs, like established djs, like reelow, t:maniak, 

gregory s and metha. his unique dj sets . his unique dj sets . his unique dj sets . his unique dj sets 

awarded him an awarded him an awarded him an awarded him an invitation to Little Circle 

Festival 2014, , , , the the the the herz    party series party series party series party series by metha, , , , 

and also a chance to and also a chance to and also a chance to and also a chance to perform    at ozora 

festival 2015.    

in 2015 in 2015 in 2015 in 2015 thethethethe    highlights were like highlights were like highlights were like highlights were like remixing 

sian, creating a , creating a , creating a , creating a soundtrack for adam 

audio, and , and , and , and sound designing    for an for an for an for an 

amsterdam based studio, , , , so it's no so it's no so it's no so it's no 

surprise surprise surprise surprise julius    finally finally finally finally prepares his    very very very very 

own long player, the ultimate self , the ultimate self , the ultimate self , the ultimate self 

expression.expression.expression.expression.    


